Republic of the Earth or Worldwide Empire.
Imperialism is the states' tendency to expand their own dominion and to
exert their own hegemony upon other nations. Historically, empire means a
group of countries ruled by a single state using economic and military force
in order to impose its political power. The worldwide empire is different. It is
not anymore an entirety of countries but a system of economic, monetary
and financial relationships undergoing one only rule, the one stating the
richest as the strongest and the strongest as always right. With this system,
by using the strongest state of the planet, a few people are able to
dominate the world. For the first time ever, the political power of an empire
doesn't overcome all the other powers but it's dominated by the
international finance.
The United States of America
It's now been more than a hundred years that the United States of America
have the tendency to expand their political, economical and military1 power
on the entire planet and exert their presumed cultural supremacy upon all
the peoples. This tendency rises from two necessities, one is popular and
national, and the other one belongs to a small international elite.
The popular necessity is the economical interest of the United States'
citizens. They know that their well-being level requires natural resources at
the lowest price and clients to sell goods to, but above all to provide
services2 to. They know that, to obtain low cost energy and raw materials
you have to control the countries where the resources are. They know that,
in order to have guaranteed market outlet you need privileged3
relationships with potential clients.
The elite's necessity is of financial kind. Less than one thousand people
control the main part of the world's finance and use the United States as
power strategy means. The main instrument of this strategy is the dollar, a
currency almost with no real value, but used to guarantee nearly all the
other currencies, to purchase oil and raw materials, to produce weapons, to
support armies and to control the media. Following this elite's interests, the
United States dominate the other states and the international organizations,
including the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund and World
Bank.
The United States play the mainstay role for the exclusive well-being of its
people and for the international financial elite's global power (so powerful to
allow itself not to be seen), the relationships of this universal system
involving all the countries and subjecting them to a unique supreme
1
USA's military expenses are the 40% of the world's total amount, almost the 60% of the
other nation's total military expenses.
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The 80% of the United States' GDP rises from services.
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Supported by political and military influence.

authority rise within this position of «leading country». Those who try to
escape this power strategy have to be hit, even by using force. The
worldwide empire can't tolerate any political independence of any state or
the people's sovereignty of any nation, not even of the people of the
«leading country», because everything has to be or to become functional to
the international financial power. With this empire, all the peoples have to
accept the idea of a global system made of values similar to the ones of the
«leading country» and all the states shall have governors that accept the
«leading state»'s supremacy.
International payments for strategic resources are only accepted if carried
out by means of dollars4. Free trade has to be functional to the economic
requirements of the dominating people, and the financial and credit system
shall never escape the elite's control. The military reinforcement of
countries that could be able of affecting the «leading state»'s primacy can't
be accepted, but when it's useful the «leading state» can violate
international law scot-free, fitting each rule to its own requirements.
Who is supporting this empire? First of all, the United State's citizens,
because without the empire they wouldn't be able to afford their current life
standard. Then, who accepts payments in dollars, because currency is the
most concrete means of a dominion's strategy. Who accepts dollars helps
who prints them to build weapons and make wars. If people stopped
accepting the dollar, the empire wouldn't exist any more. Also who adopts
the «leading people»'s life style supports the empire, who elects the
governors supported by the elite controlling the dominating state, who buys
from enterprises of the dominating state goods produced in other countries,
who helps the dominating state to fight against other nations and who
justifies the wars wanted by the United States, especially when the majority
of the peoples demonstrates against them. At last, also who surrenders
freedom and his/her own dignity to please the victorious, who knows what's
right but behaves otherwise, who knows how things are and distorts and
alters them and also who remains indifferent to the law of the strongest all
support the empire.
What does the worldwide empire cause? First, never ending war5 the
«leading state» has got to do, to punish every rebellion, as to affirm its
military primacy, as towards the interests of those producing and selling
weapons, as to maintain efficient and try out its war apparatus on the field.
The worldwide empire will never bring peace, because its existence is based
on the military supremacy of the dominating state that has to make war in
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During year 2000, Iraq decided to denominate the oil's price in euro, substituting the
dollar. In April 2003, other OPEC countries were going to do the same. The risk of a
progressive substitution of the oil's denomination from dollar to euro is one of the main
causes of Iraq's invasion.
5
This is the meaning of preventive war.

order to fulfil its task. Not a war between civilizations or religions but an
irremediable conflict between a minority that wants to dominate the world
and countries, states, nations and groups that don't accept this
unquestionable dominion and find the courage and the strength to rebel.
Second, the poverty of the majority of the inhabitants of the earth, as
necessary condition in order to prevent other peoples from entering in
competition at the same conditions of the dominating one. Third, global
insecurity, necessary in order to keep the mass feeling the need of an
imperial «police» to intervene in crisis situations and that instead of settling
or toning down the conflicts increases them and multiplies their most violent
displaces.
Where is the worldwide empire leading us? We can stay calm. It's not
leading us to the destruction of the whole humanity, because who governs
the empire wants to preserve himself. It's leading us to the concentration of
resources and wealth, to the selection of the most useful to the imperial
strategy i.e. of the most keen to accept it. It's leading us to the maximum
apparent respectability, behind which there's the cynism and coldness of
who considers the others as means for his/her own personal achievement.
It's leading us to consider power as the most important value worth any
kind of sacrifice. It's leading to consider democracy as a grant that
corresponds to social and psychological aspirations and never as concrete
popular sovereignty and to accept what's just a formal pretence supported
by the mass media system as a real and substantial democracy. And who
doesn't accept this situation has to be emarginated or killed.
The worldwide empire has several weak points but they aren't used. Thus,
even who doesn't agree with the «leading state» asks for its currency,
works in its enterprises, produces its weapons, listens to its information,
uses its products, adapts him/herself to speak its language, lets her/himself
be mislead by its actors.
It's useless facing this empire without a concrete alternative. It's expression
of politics' worldwidization that has now become necessary due to the
globalisation6 and financialisation7 of economy. The empire rises from the
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Integration process of the economies of the majority of the world's countries, particularly
developed since the end of World War 2 and constituted by a complex of phenomenons, like
the increasing of international trade relationships, the diffusion of multinational companies
and the process through which economy turned in to finance.
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During the last two decades, stock exchanges and other financial markets have spread all
around the world thanks to computer science technology's development. These changes
encouraged the speculators, investors purchasing or selling great amounts of bonds or
currencies exclusively in order to draw profits by trying to anticipate supply and demand
changes. Some banks and investment companies have become so rich to be able to affect by
themselves financial market's trend, which therefore depends always less on real economy's
fluctuations, i.e. on production and investments: it's called economy's financialisation, a
phenomenon concerning particularly the countries with developed market economies, like
North America, West Europe and Asian South East countries.

delay of the political system in comparison with the economical system and
it's been the only international government plan for the economical policies
of the national states. The empire's structure tends to emulate the United
States' internal structure, where a few organized8 groups, with the consent
of the most important lobbies, have been designating, for more than two
hundred years, the candidates to the legislative assembly, to the federal
republic's government and to the states that take part to it.
As the national government and the United States are closely bound within
a cooperative federalism administrative system, where the states
administrate the founds that the government sets aside for single programs
following operational standards fixed by the federal bodies, the same way
the United States would like to change all the other states of the Earth in
administrative subjects whose political choices would be fixed by the
«leading state».
This mentality is shown concretely by the by the United Nations9 policies
and by the decisions of the International Monetary Found10, of World Bank,
of the Atlantic Pact, of the World Trade Organization, all bodies upon which
the United States exert directly or indirectly their hegemony.
For more than fifty years, the United Nations Organization was though as an
institution able to maintain international equilibrium and peace. Born in
194511 from what was left of the Nations Society12 and preceded by the
Atlantic Charter13, the UNO attempted to take several decisions in order to
assure worldwide peace and the right to the self-determination of peoples.
Unfortunately some of them were never approved due to the exertion of the
right of veto, while others, even if approved, went unheeded.
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The United States' political parties are historically two, the Republican Party and the
Democratic Party, which divide themselves all the chairs of the congress and of the federal
states. These two parties also designate the President of the United States and all the
Governors of the single states.
9
The United States take part in UNO's Security Council where they detain the right of veto,
and when that isn't sufficient, they act independently from the decisions of the Security
Council and General Assembly.
10
It should be noticed that despite their enormous public indebtedness, there's never been
any International Monetary Found report providing suggestions to the United States.
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At San Francisco's conference, in June 1945, the delegates of fifty nations, all in war
against the Axis (Germany and its allies), approved the 111 articles of the United Nations
Chart.
12
The Nations Society was constituted in 1915 with the Versailles Treaty, on initiative of the
United States, however the United States' senate that refused the content of article 10,
which provided the combined intervention of the powers attached to the Society in case one
of them was attacked, never ratified the institutive treaty.
13
The Atlantic Charter was undersigned by the United States and the United Kingdom on the
14th of August 1941. During Washington's Conference the 1st of January 1942, twenty-six
countries, already in war against Germany and its allies, gave their adhesion to the Atlantic
Chart.

The fact there wasn't any disaster during the cold war period certainly
depended more on the deterrent power of the two superpowers' nuclear
arsenals than on the United Nations' decisions.
UNO's limit is that it's an organization of states who's legitimacy and
initiatives can't set aside the will of the participants and above all the one of
the empire's «leading state».
The Republic of the Earth
Some enlightened intellectuals have analysed the situation explaining how
things are, but they haven't pointed out concrete solutions.
The overcoming of the worldwide empire requires an ideal political
alternative, a new view of the institutions serving all the inhabitants of the
planet and not just a small-organized minority. It requires the adoption of a
worldwide government, directly elected by the inhabitants of the planet,
able to compare with the states' governments and international
organizations in order to solve problems common to all human kind. This
government doesn't involve the states to be abolished; indeed it involves
their centralized body identity to be modified by turning in to a
management body for public matters belonging to their jurisdiction,
strengthening regional authorities according to homogeneous requirements
and vocations.
The Romans, which were the first ones to adopt the republic (from Latin res
publica, «public thing») more than 2,500 years ago, used this term meaning
a new kind of government, antithetical to monarchy and built from the idea
of common good and of a particular dimension of cohabitation, based on
general interest and on everyone's consent to a specific way of organising
public issues. It wasn't a kind of state but a kind of government, a concept
unknown until the Middle Ages when, after feudalism's collapse and the
rising of the middle class, the conditions to start power centralization in the
hands of a sovereign rose.
The word «republic» is therefore etymologically antithetical to the word
«state», considered as bureaucratic apparatus through which the tax
burden, the army and the legislation are organised. It wasn't by chance that
the states' formation process reached its culminant stage during the
absolutism14 era, at the time, i.e. before the Glorious English Revolution,
the war of the American Independence and the French Revolution, when the
sovereign wasn't subject to the governors' control. After that came the
principle of popular sovereignty, according to this political system only
those having the governors' consent, whose will an assembly representing
them expresses, is able to govern.
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That is a political system where the sovereign isn't subject to the governors' control, as in
Europe during the 16th and 17th century.

As the republic was a kind of government for the Romans' public issues, the
Republic of the Earth is the government system for the earth's inhabitant's
public issues, i.e. the planet itself. The Republic of the earth isn't against
the states and their international organizations15 but it proposes a
cohabitation on common interest and on each human being's consent on the
fundamental principles that the peoples' fights have achieved, but that have
remained unrealised theories: freedom, equality, justice, development,
well-being, solidarity, security and peace for all the people living on Earth.
In order to realise these principles, the inhabitants of the earth aged at
least sixteen directly elect their representatives in an International
Assembly, which in its turn elects the Republic's Government. This way, the
inhabitants of the planet's sovereignty will be achieved concretely by
electing the International Assembly as their highest legislative authority and
by committing the Republic's Government with the maximum executive
power.
No political, economical, financial or military power will be able to compete
with the authority assigned directly by all the inhabitants of the planet. This
is why, its authority will have to be limited by some general interest basic
aspects and be severely excluded from national, regional and internal
decisions of any country.
The two most urgent issues the Republic of the Earth must solve are
peace16 and the redistribution of wealth on the planet17.
An International Assembly elected by billions of people has the authority to
exclude countries from the use of weapons, in order to convince who uses
weapons to abandon this method and to avoid this practice to be used in
future.
In order to redistribute wealth, currency will have to be bought back to its
original function of payment means for the exchange of goods and
services18 and it should be re-established that currency must represent real
value beginning from its issue.

15
The Unite Nations mustn't be dissolved. They represent all the states, the public power,
and could be a valid interlocutor for the Republic of the Earth, a comparison with the United
Nations would be more suitable than with each single state.
16
Peace mustn't be considered anymore as result of a social and economical conflict but as
the essential condition for a general and equal development, therefore a principle choice
excluding the use of force and violence from human kind.
17
Nowadays, a quarter of us produces and consumes three quarters of the planet's wealth
and the 1% of us controls more than half the entire wealth.
18
Actually, more than the 95% of the circulating monetary mass is employed in virtual
finance, outside the burdens of real economy (constituted by the production and trade of
material goods), in speculative operations that increase the monetary value without
increasing, indeed reducing, real wealth's value.

Conceived in 1994 and formed in 2001, by a Constitution establishing the
fundamental and unanimously acknowledged principles and the relative
Dispositions of Performance, the Republic of the Earth can now start to
exert its function for peace, security and for the development of all the
inhabitants of the planet. It's the only alternative.
First of all, the Republic of the Earth's International Assembly will have to
be elected. The first election will take place between the 13th and the 19th of
February 2005. The election applications will have to be sent within the
13th of November 2004. The Candidate's list will be published within the
13th December 2004.
In order to be able to take part to the elections of the International
assembly one has to take part to the Republic of the Earth19.
The procedures for the elections of the first International Assembly
implement the Republic of the earth's Constitution and Disposition of
Performance and also assure maximum transparency and democracy20.
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The adhesion form is available at www.asmad.org.
The Dispositions of Performance of the Constitution of the Republic of the Earth also
provide that:
a) the Constitution of the Republic of the Earth is in force from the first of January of the year
two thousand one;
b) the International Assembly is elected within three months since when at least one hundred
twenty million inhabitants join to the Republic of the Earth
c) until the election of the International Assembly previewed by the Constitution, the
management and the coordination of the Republic of the Earth will be up to a Committee of
the representatives composed by the two hundred designated by the founders who have
obtained the greatest number of designations at the end of every solar trimester and that
accept such appointment;
d) the last Committee of the representatives will organize the election of the first International
Assembly.
The Constitution of the Republic of the Earth also provides that:
a) the Republic of the Earth is a democratic government system of the inhabitants of the
planet and their groups whit the aim of living in peace in the best possible way;
b) the Republic guarantees the full sovereignty of all its inhabitants and their equality
regarding the laws;
c) it promotes the participation in politics by means of an electoral system in which the
people exercise a effective and constant sovereignty on the governments and are
protagonists of their continuous renewal;
d) the inhabitants of the Republic are represented in the international Assembly constituted
by one delegate every ten million inhabitants;
e) the delegates in the International Assembly are elected directly by the inhabitants of the
Republic and remain in office four years, except default of the engagements undertook with
the voters.
Are voters of the International Assembly all the inhabitants of the planet that make part of
the Republic and be sixteen at the date of the election.
Every voter of the International Assembly can be elected in the same international Assembly.
Who stands as a candidate for the International Assembly must make, at least three months
before the fixed date for the election, an application to the head office of the Republic of the
Earth.
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Just after its election, the International Assembly will elect the Republic of
the Earth's Government.
The Republic of the Earth's International Assembly and Government will
formally communicate their election to all the national and international
Institutions, with the modalities provided by the relative protocols and by
international law.
Once the institution formalities are completed, the International Assembly
and the Government of the Republic of the Earth will begin to operate. The
assembly will adopt the decisions in order to achieve concretely the
principles provided by the Constitution and the Government will provide for
their implementation.
Each decision by the International assembly and each act from the
Republic's Government are immediately brought, through all kinds of
The application for election underwritten by the candidate must be shipped through postal
service with return receipt, indicating the name and surname, date and place of birth, the
own ethnical group between those indicated in the appropriate directory of the ethnical group
published contextually to the date fixed for the election and enclosing the photocopy of a
document of identity and the electoral program.
The electoral program must indicate one or more solutions to at least three objectives
between those previewed by the Constitution of the Republic of the Earth or to the actions
previewed by the Dispositions of fulfilment and must be underwritten by the candidate in
every page.
A Committee of electoral control, designed for the first election by the Committee of the
representatives and for the successive elections by the International Assembly, examines the
applications for election arrived in useful term and makes a list of the people who can be
elected, excluding only the names that did not correctly indicate the data previewed by
articles 6 and 7 or that did not attach to their applications a electoral program for the
solution of at least three objectives previewed by the Constitution of the Republic of the
Earth.
The list of the people who can be elected is published, with its data and the electoral
programs, at least two months before the election day.
From the date of submission of the application for election to the day of election of the
international Assembly the candidates do not make, under penalty of cancellation from the
list by the Committee of electoral control, any kind of propaganda or electoral publicity direct
or indirect to press for the own election.
In the election day, every voters can express the personal, free and secret vote choosing, by
means of the electronic system that will be indicated in due time, only one of the names who
at the moment of the ballot are indicated in the list of the people who can be elected.
At the end of the election result elected, in the number previewed by the Constitution, the
people who have obtained the greatest number of votes and however at least one delegate
for every ethnical group indicated in the applicants for election.
In the tenth day after to that one of the election the International Assembly presided by its
oldest member elects between its members, with personal and secret vote, a President and
six Vice-president who constitute the Presidency of the Assembly.
Within ten days from that election the President convokes the international Assembly
indicating the arguments to discuss.
In impediment case the President is replaced in Assembly by the present Vice-president
oldest in age, in absence of all Vice Presidents, he is replaced by a member designated by
the assembly.

publicity, to the attention of all the electors so that they will be able to
control everything that will be decided and carried in to effect by their
elected representatives. Only the sites where the meetings will take place
won't be revealed, this for security reasons.
The Republic of the Earth won't represent any cost for those taking part to
it. Functioning expenses will be covered by part of the reimbursement of the
emission cost of the republic of the Earth's currency.
The action of the Republic of the earth will first of all be addressed to peace
and security, by means of meetings with the parties interested in the
conflicts and according to concrete hypothesis for their pacific settlement.
At the same time, the Republic of the Earth will make the regulations
concerning determination for all peoples be put in effect and will face the
demilitarisation and war industry conversion problems. The key factor will
be the adoption of the currency of the Republic of the Earth.
What will be the reactions? One would tend to think that a similar political
plan wouldn't just be opposed by the empire and by the states but it would
also be subject to violent reactions. It won't happen. The billions of electors
of the International Assembly are and remain also citizens of different
countries and electors in the relative states. The precise will to adopt a
different worldwide political system by the majority of the inhabitants of the
planet can only be reflected on national situations and on each state's acts,
including those of the «leading state».
Also, the proposal of a worldwide government directly elected by the
inhabitants of the planet isn't a challenge to the current political power, it's
a challenge to war, insecurity, poverty, to a future becoming more and
more unsure, a challenge to fear.
The Republic of the Earth's proposal is first of all a freedom, will and
courage act, just as taking part to it. Who knows human psychology and
social processes knows well that, once an idea has gone in to a human
being's mind, once it is translated in a concrete act, an unrestrainable
process starts. Unless the proposal reveals itself completely wrong. In such
case, it will be necessary to find another alternative to what's happening
and to the view getting outlined for the future. Really, there are no absolute
truths and no perfect solutions. There's only the possibility to search truth
and to face material problems. But lets do it, before it's too late.

